### Drinking to Be Banned At Clove Road

By Theresa Ceveto
Staff Writer

After choosing not to deemish Clove Road, MSU administration decided that alcohol will not be permitted in the apartments as of next semester.

In the October 23 edition of The Montclarion, Regina Sargent, Director of Residence Life, was quoted as saying underclassmen would no longer be able to move into Clove Road. The reason for prohibiting alcohol is because they are continuing to allow sophomores to move in, Sargent said. “The demand is there [Clove Road], they want to stay there,” Sargent said.

“But some restrictions have to be put in place.” Starting next semester, alcohol is not allowed at Clove Road whether students are of age or not. The possession of alcohol constitutes a violation and may result in strict disciplinary action and/or dismissal from the residence community, according to the resident handbook.

### Second Coach Resigns from Basketball Team

Assistant Coach James Boney resigns around same time as Hoffman

By Lillian M. Aleman
Managing Editor

A second coach of the women’s basketball team, as well as the senior point guard, left midway through the season despite their winning record. Assistant graduate coach James Boney began his third season with the team and resigned just after the spring season started, as did head coach, Jaime Hoffman. The director of Athletics, Holy Gera, said that Boney resigned for personal reasons, as did Hoffman.

Because “resignations and other personnel matters are confidential,” Gera would not comment on whether or not the two resignations were related. The Montclarion has continued to receive anonymous information from students regarding the allegations of why the coaches resigned. These student have not commented officially because they fear the consequences.

“I can’t be responsible for what people choose to think,” said Gera. “I would certainly encourage people not to see con spiracies in everything that happens on campus.”

During last night’s women’s basketball game, Sports Editor Jose Ortiz spoke to some players regarding Vanessa DeFreitas, who had not played in the last two basketball games.

DeFreitas averaged almost nine assists per game and was the team’s leader in steals. According to some players, including senior Randy Harris, DeFreitas quit the team for personal reasons.

Interim coach Brian Sentowski would not comment on DeFreitas’ leave from the team.

“While change is often difficult, I am pleased that the team continues to work hard in practices and games,” said Gera.

The athletic department continues to support our student athletes.”

### Student Admits Stealing Checks

Up to $500 Could Have Been Taken From Mailroom in Bohn

By Lillian M. Aleman
Managing Editor

An MSU student was arrested after allegedly taking and depositing other students’ checks into her personal bank account, as reported by Lt. Michael Postaski.

On Jan. 19, University police received a report from a male MSU student who had never received a check and money order that his parents mailed to him. Both totaled $100.

According to Postaski, the victim’s father received a copy of the cashed check, which was signed by Torquie Grant, of Irvington. The father then called University police with the name of the student who had signed the check.

Police reports did not indicate if Grant was a resident of Bohn Hall or how he would have taken the checks and money orders.
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2/8/04 - Officers responded to Lake Hall on a report of criminal mischief to window screens. The matter was referred to the Physical Plant to fix the screens. The case is under investigation.

2/6/04 - A tree limb fell on a vehicle that was parked in lot 22. The limb dented the roof of the vehicle.

2/5/04 - Officers responded to Webster Road in reference to a fight in progress. The officers interviewed all parties involved. The victim declined to file charges. The matter is to be referred to the Dean of Students Office.

2/4/04 - A Sodexo employee turned over a counterfeit 10-dollar bill that was used to purchase food items at the Red Hawk Diner.

2/3/04 - A female MSU student responded to Police Headquarters to report falling on an icy patch while walking on the sidewalk of Carlisle Avenue. The victim requested to be transported to the Health and Wellness Center for treatment.

2/2/04 - A female resident of MSU reported being harassed by an unknown female.

2/1/04 - A male MSU student responded to Police Headquarters to report losing his passport.

Standing Orders

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.

Weather

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partly cloudy</td>
<td>Mostly sunny</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Mostly</td>
<td>Partly cloudy</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Partly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coming Soon...

In the Montclarion

The Montclarion will not print next week.

We will resume publication on Feb. 26.
Stolen Car Tracked By MSU
Surrounding Towns Assist in Arrest

By Lillian M. Aleman
Managing Editor

A car pursuit involving MSU police and officers from surrounding towns ended with the jailing of a New York man on Jan. 27, said University Police Lt. Michael Postaski.

Jose C. Jimena, 27, of Garden City, NY, was pulled over on campus at 2:50 a.m. after he was spotted driving a black Nissan Altima the wrong way on College Avenue, a one-way street.

The officer at the scene, Barbara Giuliano ran the license plate information and found that the car was stolen, said Postaski. Jimena then sped off onto Valley Road, heading toward the Route 3 east entrance ramp. MSU police then called for assistance from more University police officers as well as the Clifton, Montclair and Little Falls Police Departments to track down Jimena.

Clifton police found Jimena hiding behind a van on Robin Hook Road, Clifton, near the Alexus Steakhouse. MSU officer Fernando Costa recovers the car at the Grove Street exit on Route 3.

Before the vehicle was towed, the Nissan Altima was searched by officers who found "a roach (of what was believed to be a Controlled Dangerous Substance) and paraphernalia," said Postaski.

Jimena was taken into MSU police custody and charged with Eluding, Receiving Stolen Property, Possession of a Controlled Dangerous Substance under 50 grams, and Possession of Paraphernalia.

Jimena did not make bail, which was set at $50,000.

More Non-smoking Rooms Cause Student Displacement

By Lisa Panzariello
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Last month, students who lived on campus were surprised by the fact that the floors they signed up to live in the following semester were not the same floors they were promised due to a displacement in their status.

"We’re creating more non-smoking spaces," Regina Sargent, Director of Resident Life said. "A little over 1200 kids will be affected mainly if you're a smoker."

Smokers at MSU who live on campus will have to think twice before moving into certain dormitories. The William Carlos Williams building and Stone Hall will both be entirely non-smoking.

Those who are labeled as "displaced," are allowed to pick the facility that best suits them. Sargent said, "kids that are displaced can move back as squatters and if they are smokers they can move some place else with the displaced status."

The reason for the displacement was due to complaints of too much smoke in the dorm rooms, which was unfair to those who didn’t smoke. "There have been complaints about the smoke, and now students want rooms that are air conditioning accessible for those who are asthmatic and have certain issues with smoke," Sargent said.
Police Find Paraphernalia in Illegally Parked Car at the Village

By Dennis Anderson
Assistant News Editor

The MSU Police Department arrested a Brick man after a police officer, while issuing a summons for illegal parking, found Controlled Dangerous Substance (CDS) paraphernalia in plain sight on the center console Feb. 4, Sergeant Kieran Barrett said.

Police officer Leonard Santiago, at 10:30 p.m., noted marijuana paraphernalia, a pipe, in a 2000 blue BMW that was parked illegally in a handicapped lot, located in Lot 46, Barrett said.

Officers waited for the driver, non-student Anthony Gabriele, 20, to come out of The Village, Barrett said.

The CDS paraphernalia was in plain view, which gives the officer probable cause to question and search the vehicle," Barrett said.

"This is a disorderly persons offense so he was processed and released," Barrett said.

The court date of Gabriele is scheduled for late February in the Little Falls Court. Barrett said.

Barrett refrained from comment in regards to the name of the owner of the vehicle and to what was Gabriele's statement included.

Drinking

Continued from p. 1

Karen Pennington, Vice President of Student Development and Campus Life, said that she hasn’t heard any student feedback yet about this change.

"I do not think that most students make their decision about where to live based on their ability to consume alcohol," Pennington said.

"I believe that most students base their decision on other factors, such as how close they want to be to the academic buildings, where their friends are going to be living, and whether or not they want the responsibility of taking care of an apartment..."

Some students, such as senior Fine Arts major Tim Fox, believes that the Clove硬盘 Apartments should not be restricted to drinking.

"Being able to drink at Clove cuts down on the amount of people driving to and from a bar," said Fox.

Senior Physical Education major, Chris Porto agrees.

"It will just create more problems because students will rebel and more of them will get into trouble," he said.

According to Sargent, Clove Road was supposed to be torn down but because of a high need of housing, they opted to keep it open.

"If we tore it down, we would lose 300 spaces," Sargent said, "which would lead to more tripling on campus."

Pennington said that changes are expected to be made within a year but there is no definite timeline yet.

"At present, we project that we will occupy the current apartments for one more year," Pennington said.

"But we won’t know that for certain until later in the next academic year."

According to Pennington, "there are some essential repairs that must be done now in order to continue to use the apartments."

Sargent said that "it’s not attractive to live there" so they are going to paint and purchase new furniture which will be moved to another residence facility when Clove Road is taken down.

Pennington said that when the apartments are demolished, it will be in order to replace them.

"Currently, we are drawing up proposals for replacement buildings," Pennington said, "but nothing is set in stone at this point."

Don’t Just Turn the Page...

Make the Page

Write for the News Section

Contact Lillian M. Alemán or Dennis Anderson at x 5169

or email:

msunews@yahoo.com
A date was set for her trial on Feb. 17.

According to Sargent, "Anytime there is a violation of conduct, the University responds. Criminal charges and campus judicial charges are filed."

Grant could face possible suspension or expulsion, but "it depends on what other circumstances are found." There is no pat kind of response, it is [the response from the University] taken with what is going on," said Sargent.

Another party reported to University Police that a $100 check was missing, but Postaski does not know whether the cases are related or not. "The investigation will continue," said Postaski.

Sargent is unsure whether or not there will be changes made to the way the University Policy was violated, said Sargent. "Whether or not we will change our policies or procedures based on one case, I don't know," said Sargent.

"If you have a lot of mail come through, you might want to purchase a P.O. Box. But for the most part if folks are going to mail out things and you [students] don't get it, report it."

An MSU student, Tonique Grant, admitted to taking about four checks from a University mailroom that didn't belong to her. The checks were deposited into her account, which totaled anywhere from $200 to $200, said MSU police reports.
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By Disha Harjani
Assistant Features Editor

A successful Valentine’s Day consists of so many factors — it’s not even funny anymore. The right flowers, the right color of the flowers, the perfect demeanor, the classy outfits, the awesome gifts, etc.

Today, the meaning of Valentine’s Day varies from person to person. Some could not really give a hoot about the classy outfits or the reservations at a high-end restaurant. Others, on the other hand, I prefer a Valentine’s Day satiated with the essentials. Expectations for this day of love have altered. Instead of sticking to the cliché, people try to do things out of the ordinary, believe it or not.

I have friends who went rock climbing on Valentine’s Day and later hit the psychiatrics booth for a little glimpse of the future.

Do you remember how strongly you feel about the one you love? Lipka decided that he had to come up with some creative ideas to celebrate Valentine’s Day, while simultaneously respecting his date’s beliefs.

On the eve of Valentine’s Day, Lipka surprised his lovely lady with a bouquet of flowers, candy, and a surprise gift. “What is this for?” her boyfriend asked. “I understand how strongly you feel about the fact that February 14 is not the only day one can confess their feelings to the ones they love,” he replied. “So I decided to bring all this in today, on February 13, just another ordinary day when tell her how I feel about you.” Lipka

He teasingly called her ‘fool’. Surprisingly, his young and naive crush took this boyish flitting attempt at heart. From that moment, she did not look at him, let alone talk to him. To cover up his blunder, Mehta approached her with the bouquet of flowers, candy, and a surprise gift.

66 ONE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE MOTIVATED BY THE TIME OF YEAR OR MONTH TO DECLARE HIS FEELINGS FOR HIS SIGNIFICANT OTHER, 99

66 My boyfriend and I were on the brink of a break-up and Valentine’s Day was just around the corner. Just the fact that I could not be happy on Valentine’s Day completely ticked me off. She wanted to have fun, but knew that she would be obligated to suck due to the problems she was facing in her relationship. And she thought it would change if she went on a date with another guy. So she gave it a shot and spent Valentine’s day with someone else. When asked if that made her feel any better, she said, “No actually. It made me sick, I felt so terrible.” So did her actual Valentine’s Day get any better?

Kathleen Aiellos, a Graduate in the Theatre program did not quite have a similar experience as the ones mentioned above. Her story would go under the category — “so bad, it makes me cry.” Aiellos claims that the 100 Gram Bars are her favorite chocolate bars. We are surprised her opinion of them did not change after this one experience she had back when she was an undergraduate student. Her boyfriend at the time found out that 100 Gram Bars were her favorite chocolates. In an attempt to come up with something out of the ordinary for Valentine’s Day, he decided to melt about ten of them in her kitchen and create a chocolate-caramel heart. When Aiellos returned from a greating day at school, she came home to a messy kitchen with crumbs and chocolate spread all over the floor and counter.

Every now and then, Bad Cupid can really bring good things your way!
Dark Chocolate Proves Good for Heart
How to Keep Inches Off Your Waistline Through Valentine’s Day

By James Carpentier
Staff Writer

Heart-shaped boxes of chocolates and heart illustrations on greeting cards traditionally symbolize Valentine’s Day, February 14, which comes this Saturday. In recent years, researchers have found that heart-shaped box of chocolates, particularly dark chocolates, also benefits the human heart.

According to The New York Times (issue of Sept. 2, 2003), several studies indicate that chocolate contains a substance that protects arteries—specifically found in dark chocolate, not milk chocolate. The Times cites a study published in Aug. 2003 in the journal Nature that found only dark chocolate boosts heart health. That is because it contains more antioxidants (substances that slow aging by delaying damage done to blood vessels that can cause heart disease and cancer).

And according to Prevention magazine (Feb. 2000), eating an ounce of dark chocolate daily increases good cholesterol (HDL) and prevents bad cholesterol (LDL) from oxidizing, a process that may promote heart disease.

Chocolate’s Other Health Benefits:
Both dark and milk chocolate provide other health bonuses when consumed in moderation. (Note the word “moderation” since chocolate is high in calories, sugar and fat for those watching their waistline.) Besides being a heart-friendly food, researchers have also found that cocoa and chocolate-based products can sharpen your memory.

According to Natural Health magazine (January/February 2003), memory experts say that consuming some chocolate each day or other foods and beverages with caffeine such as tea or coffee may improve your memory (you may want to experiment by having a chocolate bar or some tea before a test and see how you perform if you can remember information better).

Men’s Health magazine mentioned another important health aspect of consuming chocolate in moderation in its July/August 1999 issue: “Cocoa powder has more antioxidant power than green tea or any fruit or vegetable you can name,” says Liz Applegate, Ph.D., of the University of California. Men’s Health also stated that numerous studies show that antioxidants fight cancer.

The Nov. 9, 2001 issue of New House News Service also reports on chocolate’s ability to counter depression. “Chocolate is chock-full of all sorts of chemicals, including anandamide, a compound the brain produces to signal pleasure,” says Sara rich, a food science consultant. She adds, “Eating chocolate also stimulates the release of endorphins, similar to a ‘runner’s high.’

Got a cough or sore throat? Chocolate may be your savior! The April 2003 issue of Men’s Health states that a compound in chocolate may help fight sore throats and researchers at London’s National Heart and Lung Institute found chocolate to signal pleasure.

Eating chocolate also stimulates the release of endorphins, similar to a ‘runner’s high.’

Got a cough or sore throat? Chocolate may be your savior! The April 2003 issue of Men’s Health states that a compound in chocolate may help fight sore throats and researchers at London’s National Heart and Lung Institute found chocolate to signal pleasure.
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PHILIP RANDOLPH 1889-1979
Trade unionist and civil-rights leader who was a dedicated and persistent leader in the struggle for justice and parity for the black American community.

Randolph attended City College at night and, with Chamber Owen, founded (1912) an employment agency, attempting, through it, to hire black workers. In 1917, following the entry of the United States in World War I, the two men founded a magazine, The Messenger (after 1929, Black Worker), that called for more positions in the war industry and the armed forces for blacks. After the war, Randolph lectured at New York’s Rand School of Social Science and ran unsuccessfully for offices on the Socialist Party ticket. Despite opposition, he built the first successful black trade union, the Brotherhood won its first major contract with the Pullman Company in 1937. He warned President Franklin D. Roosevelt that he would lead thousands of blacks in a protest march on Washington, D.C.; Roosevelt, on June 29, 1941, issued Executive Order 8802, banning discrimination in defense industries and federal bureaus and creating the Fair Employment Practices Committee. After World War II, Randolph founded the League for Nonviolent Civil Disobedience Against Military Segregation, resulting in the issue by President Harry S. Truman on July 26, 1948, of Executive Order 9911, banning segregation in the armed forces. Randolph was a director of the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, which brought more than 200,000 persons to the capital on Aug. 28, 1963, to demonstrate support for civil-rights policies for blacks.
By G.M. Grosso  
Staff Writer

Dear G.M.,
I can’t say I’m proud of this, but for several months, I’ve been conducting a relationship with someone who has a girlfriend. He’s amazing and honestly possesses all of the qualities that I could ever want in a guy. He swears to one another that he is in love with both of you separately, and that’s a real problem. He has an appreciation for the excitement his girlfriend shared, so available for him, and in the end, he’s gone himself into the most compromising of positions, and now he needs to make some choices. You should have known better than to get yourself in the middle of something like this, but sometimes our emotions get the best of us. I’m not going to sit here and place blame or judgment on anyone, considering that human nature and emotions can wreak havoc on any of us. But now, where do you stand? How do you make sense of this situation? You seem to be quite laced back in the sense that you’ve stuck around for several months while his other relationship persisted. Maybe, now it’s time to apply some pressure, but think about this first.

How would you feel if you were in his girlfriend’s shoes? She’s the one who has a title. She’s going to be losing a relationship, and if he was able to do this to her, who’s to say he won’t turn around and do this to you a year from now? Monotony will set in, and the allure of a fresh relationship will fizzle. There may be some validity to the clichéd phrase, “old habits die hard,” but sometimes our emotions get the best of us. I’m here to answer your questions. If you have a dilemma like the one above, I’m at your service. Just e-mail me at Montfeatures@yahoo.com with the title attention G.M. Grosso. I look forward to hearing from you.

I’m here to answer your questions. If you have a dilemma like the one above, I’m at your service. Just e-mail me at Montfeatures@yahoo.com with the title attention G.M. Grosso. I look forward to hearing from you.

Valentine
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Valentine Day, good for you and if you don’t, restrain from hating Valentine’s Day. In the end, count your stars. At least you’re not a victim of heartbreak.

Chocolate
Continued from p. 8

that the cocoa-based chemical theobromine was more productive than codeine in treating coughs. Here’s more chocolate food for thought and another reason to indulge: It may lengthen your lifespan. BottomLineYearbook.com cited a longevity study on men that was reported by the British Medical Journal: “While researching the effects of certain foods on aging, scientists discovered that men who eat just a few pieces of chocolate a month live significantly longer than those who don’t.” Researchers believe the antioxidant compounds in chocolate — are the main reason for the longevity benefit.”
A Valuable Lesson in Border Crossing
Tales of a Study Abroad Student Traveling Through Europe

By Lacey Smith
Staff Writer

Every semester a handful of MSU students leave North Jersey and trek across the ocean to a foreign land. Well, trek in the sense of flying coach and dealing with the phenomena of Beyonce World Domination might not be the first thing you think of when studying abroad, but the unexpected is constant when you’ve used to crossing quays and now must cross borders.

This is a new column for those particular individuals who are taking their chances in new places to tell those at home what it’s like for an MSU student in Spain, England, Austria, or Russia. Is the Jersey accent really believe that Americans are fat and lazy people? Students will have the opportunity to tell these things you think of when studying usually speak a different language, and many who know a couple. Nearly everyone learns to play an instrument and/or sing; Salzburg is Mozart’s hometown and a musical Mecca. Even I, not a profound musician, have been to two classical concerts and an art museum, with many more plans in the near future. If don’t, I can instantly be at a loss for dinner conversation, even when it is in English. I stood with my ice skates on in the middle of the lake the Von Trapp’s used in The Sound of Music, and watched the men and boys play games I’ve never seen before. It was one of those moments when you have to pinch yourself.

This is my second semester abroad, and the bruise on my arm is becoming pretty noticeable.
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An old flame attempts to rekindle those old fires and this time they’re not backing down. Make them work for it, and stop acting like you don’t want it. Admit it and get your freak on.

Lucky Numbers: 10, 37, 3

Life is all laughs and fun as it should be, and no one need tell you how to enjoy it or spread the wealth. Some people refer to you as quite the party animal but you’re much more than that.

Lucky Numbers: 24, 46, 7

It’s hard be heard when nobody seems to want to listen. But don’t worry, soon it’ll be your time to shine and everyone will wonder why it took so long for you to speak up.

Lucky Numbers: 8, 44, 26

Things have been going very well between you and your mate. There is no reason why they shouldn’t. Plan special surprises trip and shower them with gifts. They’ve earned it and only you know how to reward them.

Lucky Numbers: 22, 23, 11

You practice a great work ethic and it’s starting to rub off on many of your friends. They may all joke and complain but what you’ve unintentionally done is good! They will now be able to overcome their problems.

Lucky Numbers: 12, 31, 43

You know a good thing when you see one. Unfortunately, that which you see is not at all pleasant to the eye. Stop avoiding the problem and end the irritation. Look elsewhere.

Lucky Numbers: 39, 13, 11

Don’t spend too much time looking at yourself in the mirror when you have many enemies conspiring against you. Be careful of what you say and who you say it to.

Lucky Numbers: 27, 2, 17

Everyone goes through their ups and downs but you pay no heed to the bad and only focus on the good. Keep up that positive mindset and all will be yours.

Lucky Numbers: 40, 5, 15

Your rude ways are getting you into trouble again and your chances of getting away are slim. Curb your tongue or you’ll find yourself kicked to the curve for good.

Lucky Numbers: 2, 20, 28

Copied by
Jennifer Aniston
Aquarius has astonishing intellectual and communication skills. Aquarius’ future-oriented energies give all members of this sign the advantage of living as if they are well in the 25th Century.

Chinese Spring Festival
Presented by
The Chinese Club
Co-sponsor: ISO
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Wednesday
2/25/04
Formal Dining Room
Student Center
Hsu
Free food & entertainment!
Tai Chi demo & sample!
Discover the Chinese Zodiac!
Hands on mahjong & brush calligraphy! Outlet Art show!
Singing! Dancing! Come for a good time!
(Donations appreciated)

Guest organizations: ASO, UAASO & The Japanese Club

More than six million older adults suffer from depression

Many people think depression is a normal part of aging... But it isn’t

Know the signs and symptoms

Talk to your doctor. Effective treatment is available.

www.matureamerica.org
For more information, call the National Mental Health Association at 1.800.969.NMHA (6642)
Most MSU students drink moderately.*

Most women drink 0-3 when they party.

Most men drink 0-5 when they party.

Tips to be safe when you party:
- Eat before and while drinking.
- Keep track of how much you drink.
- Weight makes a difference.
- It takes one hour per drink to clear alcohol from the body.

*Based upon the Spring, 2003 Core Alcohol & Drug Survey
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Rock Breaks Out With Black Ambition
The Controversial Comedian Covers Bush, the Penis, Michael Jackson and More

By Jason Hortilllas
Opinion Editor

Chris Rock
Black Ambition Tour
Mad

You may know Chris Rock from his sketches on Saturday Night Live. Better yet, you may know him from his films such as Down To Earth, Head of State and CB4. Or about how his critically acclaimed late night talk show, The Chris Rock Show! For comedy purists, Rock's claim to fame would be his past stand-up shows, "Bring the Pain" and "Bigger and Blacker." Now here's another addition to his catalog you might want to log in your memory banks: the Madonna-spoofed title, "The Black Ambition Tour," which recently stopped in New York City at Madison Square Garden. Sorry, there is no talk about Madonna in the show. Maybe you guys, there is talk about your small penises. Yes, we're looking at you. Now, if the only phrase that comes to your head when it comes to Chris Rock is "angry black man," please stop reading — it's not as simple as that.

Chris Rock's notoriety would have never come to this zenith if his routines were merely about race. Let it be known that this is one aspect of his act, but what shines most brightly is this New York native's overall commentary on the American ability to poke fun at ourselves and get off our high horses and look at what's real.

In "The Black Ambition Tour," Rock's third major stand-up assault, the comedian takes his audience on a ride through race, sex, relationship, politics and music.

This time around, maturity has polished his already brilliant act. Rather than trying to persuade, he speaks from his own 38-year-old experience. These ideas are expressed in his monologue: "I'm 38-years-old... New Jack City was a long time ago! 'Color Me Badd' was on the soundtrack! But now they're waxing my cars."

Me Badd' was oh the soundtrack! But monologue: "I'm 38-years-old..."

They had a message behind the music. But today, how could you defend songs like (Uli Jon and the East Side Boys) "Get Low?" As he recites the lyrics, those who know the song have a think bubble pop out of their heads; the chorus or hook's first line ends in a stang word for testicles. As the audience laughs. Rock repeats the last couple of words slower and slower, each inflection becoming more powerful than the last. There is no question that word of Chris Rock's "The Black Ambition Tour" will spread in the next couple of months. And if those who can't make it to Madison Square Garden in person, hopefully there will be a live taping of the show by the tour's end.

Maybe another Emmy nod might be in the works. For Rock, I'd place my bets in the yes column.

PhotOlustration of Frank Migone

Metal Hails Black History Month

By Lisa Panzariello
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Not all metal musicians are white laney men with spiky bleached hair and blue veins sticking out of their pale arms. In fact, metal has made a transition to black musicians as well. The metal bashers, God Forbid is 75 percent black and are just as metal as any other hardworking musician and crazy as any other group in the scene. In fact, they might even be heavier than the average band. Their sound is just as potent and fans of all races adorn them as well. Their shows are just as crazy and lively as their predecessors, Slayer, and their lyrics are more meaningful than Korn's whiny songs.

Their new hard-hitting second full-length album, Gone Forever hits stores February 10th. Not to mention they hail from Central Jersey and what's cooler than that, right? It's not like there was one black metal musician to pave the way for blacks in the metal scene, however, there is 75 percent black and are just as metal as any other hardworking musician and crazy as any other group in the scene. In fact, they might even be heavier than the average band. Their sound is just as potent and fans of all races adorn them as well. Their shows are just as crazy and lively as their predecessors, Slayer, and their lyrics are more meaningful than Korn's whiny songs.

This Central Jersey metal bunch really knows how to make a crowd go insane.

COURTESY OF GODFORBID.COM

Photo illustration by Frank Migone
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Chris Rock takes a break from being the hilariously angry comedian.
Barbershop 2 Made Its New Mark

Ice Cube, Cedric the Entertainer and Queen Latifah Style More Laughs for This Sequel

By William King
Staff Writer

Barbershop 2 Back In Business
Kevin Rodney Sullivan
New Line Cinema Metro Goldwyn Mayer

A
fter a year and a half, it’s time to pay another visit to the barbers at Calvin Jr.’s Barbershop on Chicago’s Southside.

Upon returning to the barbershop, we know to expect good conversation about various events in our society while getting our hair cut.

In this sequel to the 2002 hit original, Barbershop, the barbers of Calvin Jr.’s Barbershop find out that their business is once again in jeopardy. The reason this time is because of a competitive business, which moves across the street as a part of a revitalization process of the southside.

The barbers have gone through some changes since the last time we saw them.

Calvin, the owner, played by Ice Cube, is now the father of a baby boy.

Terri, the only female barber, played by Eve, has now learned how to calm her temper even though she is tempted sometimes to go back to her forceful nature.

Isaac, the only white barber, has stepped up his skill being a barber and now is one of the popular barbers. Dinka, the Nigerian barber who secretly was in love with Terri in the original, has now moved on and is happier.

Ricky, the ex-con barber who has been trying to become legit, has been doing something that his coworkers eventually find out.

Jimmy, the outspoken know-it-all barber played by Save The Last Dance star Sean Patrick Thomas, is no longer a barber and now is into politics.

The only barber that has not changed their personality is Eddie, the eldest barber played hilariously by Cedric The Entertainer.

Eddie still continues to cause controversy on his remarks about celebrities and public figures.

Kenan Thompson of Nickelodeon’s All That and NBC’s Saturday Night Live, is the new neurotic barber in the barbershop.

Thompson stars as Kenard, Calvin’s cousin by marriage that recently graduated from barber school.

He thinks that he’s ready to cut hair, but learns the hard way that he does not have the experience as the other barbers have.

COURTESY OF SALON.COM

ASH WEDNESDAY

FEBRUARY 25, 2004

12:15 NOON Scripture Service
1:15 p.m. Blessing
Student Center Ballroom C

7:15 p.m. Scripture Service
Student Center - Room # 419

Mass will be celebrated every Thursday during Lent in the Student Center Room # 415 at 12:15 p.m.

For more information call:
973-746-2323 or x7240

Sponsored by
Newman Catholic Campus Ministry
A Class III Organization of the SGA, Inc.
You Got Served Fails at Dance Movie Fame
Bad Acting and Corny Plots Can’t Cover the Enticing Dancing

By Cherilyn Sajorda
Chief Copy Editor

You Got Served
Christopher B. Stokes
Screen Gems (Sony Pictures)

Wouldn’t life be great if it consisted merely of dancing music, b-boy boppin’ groups, and cheesy teenage love? Perhaps the answer is no. But there’s no escaping these boundaries when you’re watching the hip-hop blaring flick You Got Served.

The opening credits are bump-thumping with flashy dance moves from best friends David (Marques Houston) and Elgin (Omari Grandberry) and their street-dancer crew.

The crew competes against other crews for cash before an impromptu audience, which vaguely determines the best group of dancers.

At the beginning of the story, David and Elgin’s crew have been unbeatable. Just as the audience is getting involved in this storyline, the movie diverts its focus to a shallow subplot involving the overprotective David and his younger sister, Liyah (Jennifer Freeman), whom Elgin is smitten with.

What this movie never should have done was turn its attention away from all the dancing.

In addition, the two friends receive a tape from a rival crew, led by a spiky-haired bleach blonde hip-hop choreographer-Wade-Robson-lookalike, whose name, ironically, is...Wade (Christopher Jones), challenging David and El’s crew to an all-out duel for $5,000, to figure out once and for all which is the better group of dancers.

Well, that was a mouthful.

Together the boys gather the money for the dance challenge, milking the likes of David’s grandmother (Esther Scott), to whom he promises a prompt reimbursement.

But the story gets gory when the challenge takes place before the boys are ready, and fellow crewmate Sonny (Jerome Jones) sells them out and joins the other team. The crew is sunk and they lose the coveted battle.

But wait, anxious viewers; if you haven’t, out of sheer boredom, already left me, the ultimate battle is yet to come. Friendship between the duo is tested as they grunt, sweat and dance their lives away to ensure a win against the other crew for another anticipated round of osten-
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Arts Calendar

Concert & Theater Calendar

Tigerlily

Movie Releases

Against the Ropes - Dir: Charles S. Dutton
Meg Ryan, Omar Epps, Joe Cortese
Confessions of a Teenage Drama
Queen - Dir: Sara Sugarman-Lindsay Lohan, Adam Garcia, Megan Fox

Tigertly only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we come out to the following Wednesday). For your event to get listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before we come out. Be sure to include the name of the event (who’s performing) where it’s being held, and the exact date it’s happening. Send all information to the following e-mail address:

montarts@yahoo.com
This Week in Entertainment

TV
Last night TV funny man, Conan O'Brien, is taking his show out of the states and into Canada for the week. Mike Meyers, Jim Carrey, and Barenaked Ladies are guest-starring.

Music
Billy Kelly, the bass tech of the metal/goth band Type O Negative, died in his sleep on Friday night. As of yet there is no news of death. There is a simple tribute in Billy’s memory on the band’s website.

ABC announced that the hit New York police show, NYPD Blue will no longer air. ABC completed a deal to renew the show for a twelfth and final season.

What would a cheesy dance movie be without a love story? Nothing, that this movie was anything great in the first place.

Tension continues to mount as Elgin puts off his responsibilities with David in their mystery delivery job for making money, to further pursue his budding relationship with Liyah. There is remarkably less substance to the plot when writer-director Christopher B. Stokes touches on harder issues, like single parenting, guns and violence, and loyalty among friends. But the performances of other actors such as gangsta mobster Emerald (Michael “Bear” Taliferro) lose all seriousness and often come off corny at times. However, with the teenagers still heartbroken over the recent breakup of R&B group B2K, this movie will keep the glassy-eyed teen market oozing in the theaters.

It seems all hip hop/ breakdancing movies are a lost cause for a quality storyline and some decent actors. In the light of such flaky flicks as Honey and Save The Last Dance, you’d think Hollywood would think twice before springing another bloated movie on us. But one can’t deny the worthy head-spinning acrobatic grooves and crowd-pumping rhythms of this movie’s dancers. Still, I’d rather just get served a quality music video with all these elements intact.

Happy Birthday
How old are you now? How old are you now?

Thursday, February 12
Charles Darwin 1809
Abraham Lincoln 1809
Judy Blume 1938
Arresto Hall 1965
Christina Ricci 1980

Friday, February 13
L.L. Bean 1873
Kim Novak 1933
Jerry Springer 1944
Stockard Channing 1944
Peter Gabriel 1950
Robbie Williams 1974

Saturday, February 14
Jack Benny 1894
Jimmy Hoffa 1913
Hug Downs 1921
Gregory Hines 1946
Susan Scherling 1949

Sunday, February 15
Galileo Galilei 1564
Susan B. Anthony 1820
Jane Seymour 1951
Matt Groening 1954
Chris Farley 1964
Brandon Boyd 1976

Monday, February 16
Edgar Bergen 1903
Hugh Beaumont 1909
Sonny Bono 1935
Ice-T 1958
John McEnroe 1959

Tuesday, February 17
Michael Jordan 1963
Denise Richards 1971
Billie Joe Armstrong 1972
Jerry O’Connell 1972
Paris Hilton 1981

Know someone who’s celebrating a birthday soon? What else says "Happy Birthday" on a very limited budget better than getting your friend’s name in the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday kid’s full name and year of birth of at least a week before the date and let them know you really care. Even though you may be really poor.

Served
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What would a cheesy dance movie be without a love story? Nothing, not that this movie was anything great in the first place.

The performances of other actors such as gangsta mobster Emerald (Michael “Bear” Taliferro) lose all seriousness and often come off corny at times. However, with the teenagers still heartbroken over the recent breakup of R&B group B2K, this movie will keep the glassy-eyed teen market oozing in the theaters.

It seems all hip hop/ breakdancing movies are a lost cause for a quality storyline and some decent actors. In the light of such flaky flicks as Honey and Save The Last Dance, you’d think Hollywood would think twice before springing another bloated movie on us. But one can’t deny the worthy head-spinning acrobatic grooves and crowd-pumping rhythms of this movie’s dancers. Still, I’d rather just get served a quality music video with all these elements intact.

Are you ready to start building your résumé and preparing for your future career? The Walt Disney World® College Program gives you the opportunity to take college-level courses for credit, network with Disney leaders and enhance your marketability in today’s job market.

As a participant, you’ll enjoy a social, multicultural environment with 24-hour secured housing and admission to all four Walt Disney World Theme Parks. Plus, you’ll learn about next-step opportunities with The Walt Disney Company. This paid program is open to all majors and college levels. Find out more and apply online at wdwcollegeprogram.com.

Presentation attendance is required.

MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
Thursday, February 26, 2004; 12:00 p.m.
Presentations at 12P.M., Freeman Lounge
Freeman Hall & 5P.M., Sokol

Walt Disney
Dream it. Do it. Disney.

ECO • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • © Disney
Queen Latifah will star in a spin-off of her character in Beauty Shop, which will open this fall. Barbershop 2 is a funny movie to check out, but see the original first. The reason I say this is because the character development of each character and the storyline continues with the characters in this movie. With this setup, the audience sees how much they have changed and what they have each been up to.

If you see the original and then see Barbershop 2, you will agree with me that the storyline of the barbers at Calvin Jr.'s Barbershop only gets better with each new installment. Barbershop 2 is a real crowd pleaser so check it out at your local multiplex.

Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hootie and the Blowfish. There are some things money can't buy. For everything else there's MasterCard.

Barbershop
Continued from p. 14

Gina, who is a beautician at the beauty shop next door, argues with Eddie at a cookout for the customers.

The interaction between Latifah and Cedric, with their constant sharp remarks back and forth, is sure to make audiences laugh out loud.

In addition to having a guest appearance in Barbershop 2, Queen Latifah will star in a spin-off of her character in Beauty Shop, which will open this fall. Barbershop 2 is a funny movie to check out, but see the original first. The reason I say this is because the character development of each character and the storyline continues with the characters in this movie. With this setup, the audience sees how much they have changed and what they have each been up to. If you see the original and then see Barbershop 2, you will agree with me that the storyline of the barbers at Calvin Jr.'s Barbershop only gets better with each new installment. Barbershop 2 is a real crowd pleaser so check it out at your local multiplex.

Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hootie and the Blowfish. There are some things money can’t buy. For everything else there’s MasterCard.

Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hootie and the Blowfish. There are some things money can’t buy. For everything else there’s MasterCard.
Clove Left Out to Dry

Freshmen do not know the value of Clove Road. When The Village opened at the beginning of this semester, the four equally towered residence halls took the shine away from Clove; that particular shine, which previously appealed to many underclassmen, now belongs to Williams, Fenwick, Paul and Basie Halls.

A commuter student has no concept of this notion. When a freshman’s first experience living away from home is college, and their school is MSU, the epitome of freedom was once Clove Road.

The apartment complex (with emphasis on apartment) had the idea of living like an adult, without the responsibility of actually paying rent. At the time, this was the only general living area at the University that had a kitchen, a bathroom that resembled one at the folks’ house, and most importantly, the ability to roam free and consume alcohol without worry. With MSU being a dry campus, in the eyes of students, Clove was held as the Holy Grail of putting back a cold one.

Housing was particular to upperclassmen, however. Parties were plentiful and for some reason freshmen idolized what it stood for - complete independence. Obviously, there’s no doubt that there are underclassmen to this day playing beer pong in their dorm rooms as you read this. But even the slight chance of getting that dreadful knock on your door by the ‘toy cops’, you claim to despise still hold equal real world consequences. Clove was the oasis however. But, just going to an occasional party did not suffice. Having your own room at the apartments would quench your thirst - both figuratively and literally.

That dream is now just a memory. Clove now houses more underclassmen in previous years with most upperclassmen deciding to rest their heads in The Village.

So obviously there must be a crackdown when underage drinkers are more prevalent. It approximately 62 percent of high school graduates go straight to college, then do the math – most college sophomores are only old enough to get in the club. Like many nightclub slogans go, its 18 to party and 21 to drink. Upholding Federal Law is not idiotic to see why.

Residence Life has made the recent decision to lock the liquor cabinet on Clove Road.

But the sentiment is quite sour on many Clove Residents who had visions of alcoholic bliss when unpacking their very first day. So why must Residence Life be a party pooper?

Going to another University department, the MSU Health and Wellness Center reports that 0 - 5 alcoholic beverages are consumed by men in a sitting and the rate is 0 - 3 for women at the school.

The opposition would rebut by mentioning underage drinkers, but the survey does not mention age. It would be asinine to be that gullible when it comes to underage drinking.

Many students have and many students will continue to consume. Regardless, the ban still commences. Getting rid of 300 available rooms would be insane for Residence Life to consider in a continually rising student population. Without anything to do, there is a bitter taste left in the mouths of Clove residents. Unfortunately, the taste isn’t beer.
On the Boob Tube
Janet Jackson’s Super Bowl Bobble

Oh say did you see... 143.6 million Super Bowl watchers were left startled by Janet Jackson’s revealing performance during the halftime show.

Two subscribers have made it the most replayed moment in its history. The Federal Communications Commission considers whether or not to sue her, many viewers have filed a class action suit from the emotional distress of it all.

But for a mistake that they are deeming a ‘wardrobe malfunction,’ Timberlake’s pull was an awfully clean tear.

The stunning performance just happens to come two months before she is scheduled to release her first album in three years, Damita Jo. It’s no question that this was a publicity stunt.

In the aftermath, it seems that all else has been forgotten. Such as Kid Rock’s performance wearing an American flag for a poncho.

Or fellow performer, Nelly, who has a new video that is so raunchy and offensive, you won’t even see it on MTV.

But let’s not forget that at the same time as Janet’s performance, pay-per-viewers were watching the Lingerie Bowl. Janet Jackson was simply banking on the same sensationalism that was being used to sell us beer and cars all night.

Since the performance, Janet’s appearance at the Grammy’s was deemed unnecessary by the Academy. There was quite a different reaction for Justin Timberlake, however. He performed with Latin Jazz legend Arturo Sandoval, as well as the up and coming Black Eyed Peas.

During his acceptance speech he sheepishly acknowledged the incident, before thanking the Academy for “officially the greatest moment of my life.”

It seems that the public will crucify a woman for using her sexuality for her own gain, while the man who ripped off her shirt walks away unscathed — and with two Grammys.

Suddenly, parents are concerned by what their children were exposed to. Scantily clad cheerleaders and commercials with a horse farting in a woman’s face didn’t seem to bother them.

Janet Jackson may have pushed it, but she didn’t set the standard. The fact is that sexuality has been a marketing tool for quite some time.

Yet everyone who buys into and perpetuates it would like to point the finger.

While everyone continues to gossip, debate and rewind, Janet Jackson has accomplished exactly what she wanted to.

Melissa Merott, an English major, is in her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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Statistics of the Week:
1. Overall, immediate college enrollment rates of high school completers increased from 49 to 62 percent between 1972 and 2001.

2. Last week’s Question of The Week was answered by 20 people.
From The Desk Of The SGA President

The Village Vandals: About $15 Grand In Damages Causes Concern

The Village at Little Falls have suffered from such vandalism since a grand total of $14,994 worth of damage and in just a small portion of the academic year. Housing rates in the traditional residence halls of campus are expected to go up 4.5 percent for the next fall, while the Clove Road Apartments (to be completely re-furnished) are expected to go up roughly 6 percent.

While these numbers are subject to change, one should expect the housing rate increase in the Village to go well beyond what residents of the traditional halls and Clove Road will see.

Thirdly, vandalism is affecting the quality of life for all campus residents. The more the Physical Plant is swamped with work orders to repair the vandals, the less time they can spend on temporary needs and desires of the Village. 

Indeed, if this level of vandalism continues to occur, drastic changes in Village policy and pricing will occur. With that, let there be no doubt that the first logical Residence Life solution to the continuation of such vandalism would be the removal of the current alcohol policy and, thus, the creation of "dry" living in the Village at Little Falls.

Secondly, the housing rates of the Village will suffer from such activity. For instance, the following approximate costs of vandalism to date, provided by the Office of Residence Life:

- The removal of all signage in Count Basie: $5,000
- Concrete bench seating damage: $1,000
- Smashed exit signs: $7,500
- Damaged ceiling tiles: $104
- Burnt lounge chairs in Fenwick Hall: $40
- Damaged bus stop: $350
- Broken glass in windows: $400

This is a grand total of $14,994 worth of damage... Nonetheless, there is something we, as a student body, can do about it. 99

Michael C. B. & J. R. A. A. 996
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Out of Many, One

I don't believe that the MSA should be chartered as a Class I organization. If the SGA charters this organization, then it is going to open up the flood gates for the other organizations to get in. Simply because of what kinds of groups we are talking about. If you allow one religious oriented organization in, then the others are probably going to have to be let in too.

If the SGA was to let one religious group in, then they would have the other ones lined up wanting to also be chartered to a Class I. If not, then the other groups could raise an issue about them not also being chartered in. In my opinion it's either all or nothing. Either they let all the religious groups in or just deny them and leave them the way they are now.

Justin Schaber
Undeclared major

Indecision 2004

The battle for the hearts and minds of American voters is well underway. Many of us are already sure to what party our loyalty belongs, and who is the best candidate to protect our interests and our way of life.

Four years ago, President Bush assured us that honor and dignity would be restored to the office, and that he would represent a break with the lies and false statements of previous administrations.

Since 9/11, the Bush administration has repeatedly sought to convince us of a link between the regime of Saddam Hussein and al-Qaeda. This association has not been supported by any evidence, and yet was hinted at so often that it seemed as though, by repeating it, it would eventually accept it as fact.

Next, we were warned that this regime had a vast WMD Program, which posed an "imminent threat to the safety and security of the American people", and that regime change was imperative.

These claims, dubious at the time, have since been disproved, and yet continue to be used as a justification for pre-emptive action. In the coming months, following the resignation of David Kay, there will be much talk of accountability and much finger-pointing about faulty intelligence.

One or more of the President's hawkish advisors may fall on his sword. But one has only to look at the President's State of the Union addresses (available on the White House website) to see that accountability reaches the Oval Office.

Francesco Flynn
French major

---

A Glimpse of Reality
Affirmative Action Will Remain Until Racial Equality Is Achieved

The US Constitution states: "All men are created equal," vaguely suggesting that there "shouldn't be" any discrimination. Two centuries later, has this ideal been followed? Has discrimination been eradicated? Remember slavery?

Some say "Society has changed, now, many laws protect everyone against discrimination." True, but how many people respect them? How many are allowed to publicly discriminate? Remember Amado Busto, a "black man" shot over 40 times by cops after taking out his wallet in NYC?

But one can't grasp this problem from a newspaper article. We'd have to go back to the European slave trade, the Haitian Revolution in 1791 against France and slavery, the Emancipation Proclamation, etc.

I once read a Montclarion article entitled: "Affirmative Action Must Go!" What a biased view of the real world!

Colleges have a policy of non-discrimination on the basis of race, religion, etc. Great! But let's go back to the public high school setting, where students are given different opportunities to succeed. Most minorities, especially Blacks and Hispanics, have a disadvantaged background. This significantly reduces their chances for acceptance into college in comparison to non-minorities.

If Affirmative Action must go, shouldn't the US Government provide more funding to disadvantaged high schools to better prepare all students for college?

Why do needy schools get less funding while non-needy schools get more? That is discrimination against minorities; just as an enemy behind a new mask. Why not say, "Discrimination Must Go!" instead?

Opportunities should be given to those who earn them. Therefore, all students need equal preparation to have an equal chance of success. Clearly, everyone DOES NOT have the same chance. Remember the SAT's, anyone?

Why do many want to destroy Affirmative Action? It's the way American society has always worked: non-minorities get a better chance than minorities. Not long ago, minorities DID NOT EVEN HAVE A CHANCE!

If Affirmative Action must go, then American society's discriminatory disposition against minorities must go too, and its socioeconomic and educational system equalized. When this occurs, I'll agree that "Affirmative Action must go!" By the way, I don't mean to sound stereotypical. I see the world like it is.

Yuri Jadotte, a molecular biology major, is in his first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
Discover
The Arts At
MSU!

MSU Students See Events at NO CHARGE!
(Undergraduates covered through Performing Arts Fee)

Department of Theatre and Dance

The Rivals
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan
Lies and deception abound in this classic comedy that dates back to 1775. Join the fun at this hysterical romantic romp, where human nature, polished manners, folly and foolishness collide.

February 19-21 and 25-28, 8 pm
February 22 at 2 pm, February 27 at 1 pm
L. Howard Fox Studio Theatre

Conversations and Great Events

Conversations with Charles Busch
March 2, 7 pm
The Second City
March 4, 8 pm
Spirit of Ireland
March 20, 8 pm

MSU Art Galleries

Three Generations of Black Art:
Amiri Baraka, Ben Jones, and Mansa Mussa
A rare opportunity to review the work of artists who represent three generations of the Black art movement in the state of New Jersey.

January 12 through March 6
The Art Galleries, Life Hall
(next to Memorial Auditorium)
Hours: Monday-Friday 10am to 5 pm,
Saturday 11am to 4pm

Need to Know Series: The Body Talks

The Vagina Monologues
Based on Eve Ensler's award-winning play
Sponsored by the MSU Women's Center
February 11-13, 8 pm
MSU Dance Theatre

Century
A photographic celebration of women and their bodies
Sponsored by MSU Wellness Services
February 23-27
MSU Student Center, Ballroom A
For more information call 973.655.7555

Department of Music

Faculty Gala
A concert benefitting the Music Scholarship Fund
Featuring performances by the Shanghai Quartet, David Singer, David Witten, Ruth Rendleman, Stephen Cooting, Patricia Conte, Paul Cohen, Peter Kurkev, Marsha Heller, Kenneth Hamrick, and more.

February 13, 8pm
Union Congregational Church, 176 Cooper Ave
Suggested donation, $20
For more information call 973.655.7263

International Concert Series
Featuring Newband, Concerto Koln, Orpheus Chamber Orchestra with bassist Edgar Meyer, and San Jose Taiko.
See www.musicmontclair.com for a complete listing of events.

Call The Box Office NOW!
973.655.5112 • Seats Are Limited!
child care wanted

Reliable babysitter needed ASAP 12-3 p.m., M-F for one 4 yr. old. License, references and good GPA required.

Experienced babysitter wanted for adorable 15 month old boy for semi-regular Saturday night and occasional weekday work. Call Jennifer at 973-619-2568.

Babysitter wanted for two adorable girls, ages 5 and 8, for some afternoons/weekends, to help with homework, bedtime, etc. Good pay for the right person. LIVINGSTON AREA. 973-529-4970.

Montclair family seeks part-time child-care light housekeeping help. $10/ hour. 16 hours/week. Fairly flexible schedule. Call 973-783-2281.

Montclair family needs babysitter for extremely adorable 18-month-old girl. Weekends, evenings and occasional Fridays. Must have experience with babies. Call Marjorie at 212-715-9502 or 973-746-7818.

help wanted


The Montclair Kimberley Academy is looking for a responsible, reliable person with experience lifeguard-lessons offered April 5th - May 28th. Monday - Friday (preferred) 3:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. $10.00 - $15.00 per hour. Call Extended Day 973-509-4872.

Perfect Part-time job. Two positions. Twelve-month - additional hours the summer and holidays. Hours fit to your schedule. Convenient to campus. Administrative assistant to maintain databases, website and files. You must have good computer, spelling, typing skills. We will train. You must live in the Montclair area all year. Call Dawn at 973-749-5726. send resume to dawnesaltglobal.net.

Summer Jobs! Spend an active summer outdoors as a day camp counselor! No nights/weekends (except training). Group counselors, lifeguards/WSI, instructors for canoe, challenge course (training available), crafts, dance, karate, lacrosse, soccer, rollerblading 908-647-0664.

Apply online at www.campriverbend.bunk1.com.

miscellaneous

February 12, 2004

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Webber play
5 Basilica area
9 Vanished union boss
14 Hand-cream ingredient
15 Comic Mort
16 Farmhand units
17 Touch down
18 Tom Jones
19 Socks
20 Nominal leaders
23 Diamonds, to a yeg
24 Backpack beds
25 Overpigs
27 Pumps and flaps
30 Solitary sorts
32 Summer shade
33 Family cars
36 Bar bills
39 Cosmo heel
41 John... Garner
42 Peek-a-boo situation feature
43 Conspicuous
44 Demon noise
46 Police blather letters
47 Rough
49 Restaurant request
51 Quick look
53 Runny cheese
55 Snitch
56 Green heart of Manhattan
57 Left, in French
58 Nothing of value
59 Forest unit
60 Phoned
61 Swiss painter
62 Farewell in Rouen
64 "Exodus" writer
65 White House office shape
66 Casino array
67 Act of faith?
68 Trig ratio
69 Pound pieces
70 Camera shop purchase
71 Brink
72 In the know

DOWN
1 Juvenile Jersey
2 Jai
3 Chinese secret society
4 Lead astray
5 Something of value
6 Hiking trails
7 "Leaving Las Vegas" actress
8 Tide of exile
9 Annoying inconvenience
10 Thanksgiving in Ottawa
11 Dessert choice
12 Pot up a stockade
13 Nineties
14 Supreme Diana
15 More tightly packed
16 Carney and Garfunkel
17 Flight unit
18 Word after town or dance
19 Authentic filming site
20 Actress Jessica
21 Formerly
22 Manicure
23 Razed platform
24 10-speed, e.g.
25 Lead player
26 School near Windsor Castle
27 Film critic
28 Word after town or dance
29 Men's network
30 Mayor of the Beach Boys
31 Wilson of the Beach Boys
32 Siempre
33 Family
34 Main course
35 Raised platform
37 10-speed, e.g.
38 Lead player
39 School near Windsor Castle
40 School near Windsor Castle
41 John... Garner
42 Peek-a-boo situation feature
43 Conspicuous
44 Demon noise
46 Police blatter letters
47 Rough
49 Restaurant request
51 Quick look
53 Runny cheese
55 Snitch
56 Green heart of Manhattan
57 Left, in French
58 Nothing of value
59 Forest unit
60 Phoned
61 Swiss painter
62 Farewell in Rouen
64 "Exodus" writer
65 White House office shape
66 Casino array
67 Act of faith?
68 Trig ratio
69 Pound pieces
70 Camera shop purchase
71 Brink
72 In the know

Solutions

mortco@mindspring.com #180
Office Space  
MILTON SAMIRNAGHEENANAJAR NINA  
BILLUMBERGH JOANNA CHOTCHKIES  
MICHAELBOLTON LAWRENCE STAPLER  
PETERGIBBONS BOB TOMSMYKOWSKI

CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Oops!  
CREATOR'S NOTE  
Due to a costume malfunction, this comic strip is now on a three day delay to safeguard against any unexpected and inappropriate content.

Take one curious monkey...
The Sports Guy

You Can't Win Without the Little Guy

The Sports Guy wants to dedicate this week's edition to the little guys. The ones who make it all come together and play behind the stars. The shoes, as opposed to the actual shoes themselves.

The Sports Guy is talking about players like Steve Kerr of the 1996-99 NBA Champion Chicago Bulls, or Hubert Davis on the Knicks. How many times and on how many teams have we seen Robert Horry just kill people late in the game with clutch shooting? The Sports Guy says that these role players are the big difference between good teams and great ones.

The Red Hawk Basketball teams have some little guys of their own. To start with, there are the men who are 3'7" to 4'10" tall and in the middle of a four game winning streak. The Sports Guy says that the Red Hawk men's team is playing about as solid as J. Lo's back side, and only that's something that won't show up on the stat sheet. Schafer is another that does not want the ball in his hands. Overs a

Let's talk about Eric Sylvester and Tom Schafer. Who? That's right, the Red Hawks have been without Duran Everett for the last six games, and needed another inside presence to help out Michael Davis. In comes Sylvester who has given some big minutes, and has made a lot of would be guards think twice about coming inside. The Sports Guy says that's something that won't show up on the stat sheet. Schafer is another sniper, shooting 30 percent from three-land.

Together, the three players are averaging seven points, four rebounds, and two assists per game, and the Red Hawks are winning their conference games by an average of 8.5 points per game. The Sports Guy says that if team depth was money, the Red Hawk men's basketball team would be the Bill Gates of the NJAC world. Unfortunately it isn't money, so I'm sure an NJAC title, which is not out of the question, will suffice.

The Sports Guy says the women's basketball team has strength in numbers. Numbers of people who can get the job done at any time. The bench is led by Amanda Mullaney and Shikeena Lynard. Mullaney leads the Red Hawks in blocked shots with 27, which is good enough for a fourth place tie in the New Jersey Athletic Conference. Mullaney plays an average of 15.6 minutes per game, and she averages six points, six rebounds, and 1.3 blocked shots per game. Lynard is a 30 percent three-point shooter, and a menace on defense. Without those two, the Red Hawks would be missing ten points and 10 rebounds per game. The Sports Guy says that the lady Hawks have won seven of their 18 games this year by 10 points or less, that beautiful 18-3 mark could easily be 11-10.

The Sports Guy wants to announce one drama that no longer be talking about. The freshman center has a tattoo of Sylvester's side shot, the kid doesn't miss.

Hey, The Sports Guy wants to give a little hat tip to his beautiful Sports Goddess, and the Sports Guy is saying instead worrying about what they are all worrying about what The Sports Guy is saying instead wondering about getting a win. What a shame, at least now The Sports Guy can concentrate on the positive aspects of Red Hawk sports, without all the negativity of losing, clouding his vision.

Hey folks off to Lennox Louis who decides to retire after a semi-decent career. Louis managed to beat a weighted Holyfield and a washed up Tyson, and he lost to Hasim Rahman. The Sports Guy says that Lennox is not even a top 15 all-time heavy-weight champ and he hasn't beaten anyone important, The Sports Guy is not impressed.

Hey, The Sports Guy wants to send a very Happy Valentines Day to His Beautiful Sports Goddess, and the wants to send another Happy Valentine's Day to all of his sports. If it weren't for you, the little people, The Sports Guy would be more than mere print on paper, but now, his ink is gold. Till next time, this is The Sports Guy.
**Men's Basketball**

**NJ Division**
- NJCU: 8-2 (17-5) overall
- MSU: 4-5 (13-7)
- William Paterson: 4-6 (13-9)
- TCNJ: 3-6 (12-8)
- Rutgers-Camden: 2-8 (4-17)

**Gold Division**
- Rowan: 8-2 (17-4)
- Ramapo: 6-4 (16-5)
- Richard Stockton: 6-4 (13-8)
- Kean: 4-5 (15-5)
- Rutgers-Newark: 3-6 (12-9)

**Women's Basketball**

**NJ Division**
- MSU: 7-2 (18-3) overall
- TCNJ: 7-3 (11-8)
- William Paterson: 6-4 (11-9)
- Rutgers-Camden: 9-12
- NJCU: 3-6 (4-12)
- Rowan: 6-4 (16-5)
- Richard Stockton: 7-3 (10-11)
- Kean: 5-4 (15-6)
- Ramapo: 3-7 (11-11)
- Rutgers-Newark: 1-9 (3-18)

**This Week's Red Hawk Action**

**Men's Basketball**
- Saturday 2/14
  - Away vs. William Paterson @ 2pm
- Wednesday 2/18
  - Away vs. Rutgers-Camden @ 6pm

**Women's Basketball**
- Saturday 2/14
  - Away vs. William Paterson @ 4pm
- Wednesday 2/18
  - Away vs. Rutgers-Camden

**Swimming & Diving**
- Friday-Sunday 2/20-22
  - Metropolitan Championships

**Wrestling**
- Thursday 2/12
  - Home vs. Springfield @ 7:30pm

**Honorable Mention**
- Dyette Dillard
  - Senior
  - Hometown: Willingboro, NJ
  - Dyette scored twelve points and grabbed eight rebounds against TCNJ on Wednesday.

- Gion Paul Gonzalez
  - Junior
  - Hometown: North Haledon, NJ
  - Gion led all scorers on Wednesday with 25 points, he also grabbed seven boards.

- Todd Carone
  - Senior
  - Hometown: Point Pleasant, NJ
  - Todd won two matches in the 197 pound weight class at the NY/NJ duals.

**Results**

**Men's Basketball**
- 2/7 - MSU 86, Staten Island 79 (OT)
- 2/8 - MSU 81, Lehman 77
- 2/11 - MSU 61, TCNJ 65

**Women's Basketball**
- 2/7 - MSU 72, Newberry (MA) 53
- 2/11 - MSU 59, TCNJ 70

**Intramural Basketball**

**WWC**
- DING: 1-0-0-3
- CAMPLIO: 1-0-0-3
- SHERNS: 1-0-0-4
- HIT EM UP: 1-0-0-2
- BLAZERS: 1-0-0-3
- GAMBARDES: 0-0-0-0
- MATRIX CREW: 0-1-0-3

**WCW**
- PIKE: 0-0-1-3
- DELTA CHI: 0-0-1-3
- THETA XI: 0-0-0-0
- BULLS: 0-0-0-0
- TOMMY BOYS: 0-1-0-4

**ECW**
- AND I: 1-0-0-4
- GAME OVER: 1-0-0-4
- UNFINISHED: 1-0-0-4
- DA CRUSA: 0-0-0-0
- THE COWS: 0-1-0-4
- TEAM YAYO: 0-1-0-4

**Pic Of The Week**

Red Hawk guard, George Tejada attempts to penetrate through the middle in the second half. The Junior scored eight points 4-13 shooting in the loss against TCNJ.
Lady Red Hawks Shot Down at Panzer

By Jose Ortiz
Sports Editor

TCNJ 70

Lions End Red Hawks’ Winning Streak

By Jose Ortiz
Sports Editor

TCNJ 65

There are games in every season that define a team. Hopefully for the Red Hawks, Wednesday night’s loss to TCNJ wasn’t that one. Down by five with under three minutes remaining, Red Hawk guard George Tejada dashed a pass to Lamont Newell, who spotted up at the left side of the arc, and drained a three-pointer. That shot capped a 12-6 run by the Red Hawks who were down eight with under 10 minutes remaining. With the lead now cut to two, the Red Hawks were all fired up, but from that point on, they were only able to manage two points, and gave up four. The Red Hawks lost a game, that could have easily been theirs, with a few more buckets at the right times. MSU only managed one.

66 I DON’T THINK THAT THE LOSS WILL EFFECT US AT ALL-99

James Kosior
Freshman Center

Lion’ End Red Hawks’ Winning Streak

Red Hawks freshman James Kosior blamed the team’s lack of “overall defense” and rebounding for the loss. What he means by team defense is creating turnovers. The Red Hawks are second to last in steals per game, at 7.4 per game, the only team worse in the NJAC is TCNJ. TCNJ had seven领悟了, MSU only managed one.
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